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21
st

 October, 2011 

 

 

The General Manager 

Liverpool City Council  

Locked Bag 7064, 

LIVERPOOL BC 1871 NSW 

Delivered via email:  

cc. Murray Wilson 

 

Re: File No. RZ- 4/2011). 

Re-classification of Property 

Yards. 

Dear Sirs, 

Firstly I support the installation of the proposed Sales Yards

Governor Macquarie Drive However 

Coopers Paddock. 

I need first to clarify my position, the sales yards on the 

and beneficial inclusion to the Warwick Farm landscape

strong presence and is a vital and welcome part 

yards as an additional and viable inclusion 

of course the consideration and impact to the horsing fraternity adjacent to Warwick Farm 

racecourse being a primary consideration and inclusion

Coopers Paddock however is an entirely different situation, 

and oft considered as an idle piece of land, used for little but horse training and left 

underused being converted to a bustling, and overworked industrial site is unacceptable. 

The rest of my comments will be addressing the Coopers P

to the rezoning. 

This land lays on the banks of the Georges R

right here on the skirts of the CBD

wildlife species and remnant flora

what in other circumstances would be

an industrial estate be established 

Whether on  purpose or a matter of accident, this acreage has

migratory birds, a fulltime home for 
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classification of Property known as Coopers Paddock & the proposed Sale 

support the installation of the proposed Sales Yards on the Eastern Side of 

However I do not support the rezoning of the Land K

I need first to clarify my position, the sales yards on the present site of the ATC are a logical 

and beneficial inclusion to the Warwick Farm landscape. The Horse fraternity al

strong presence and is a vital and welcome part of Liverpool; I see the inclusion of the sales 

yards as an additional and viable inclusion to their already fully functioning race course

of course the consideration and impact to the horsing fraternity adjacent to Warwick Farm 

consideration and inclusion. 

Coopers Paddock however is an entirely different situation, albeit land owned by the ATC 

piece of land, used for little but horse training and left 

underused being converted to a bustling, and overworked industrial site is unacceptable. 

omments will be addressing the Coopers Paddock site and are in opposition 

s of the Georges River, a little piece of largely untouched nature 

right here on the skirts of the CBD, land that has become the refuge for numerous bird and 

flora species. It is commendable that the ATC has 

r circumstances would be significant buffer is in fact totally insufficient 

an industrial estate be established alongside our precious and at Risk River

on  purpose or a matter of accident, this acreage has become an oasis for 

migratory birds, a fulltime home for many and the stopping place for endangered species 
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the proposed Sale 

on the Eastern Side of 

I do not support the rezoning of the Land Known as 

site of the ATC are a logical 

fraternity already has a 

see the inclusion of the sales 

functioning race course, with 

of course the consideration and impact to the horsing fraternity adjacent to Warwick Farm 

land owned by the ATC 

piece of land, used for little but horse training and left 

underused being converted to a bustling, and overworked industrial site is unacceptable. 

addock site and are in opposition 

little piece of largely untouched nature 

the refuge for numerous bird and 

. It is commendable that the ATC has ‘offered’ 

insufficient should 

Risk River.  

become an oasis for 

and the stopping place for endangered species 
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seeking refuge as they travel north and south to breeding grounds and beyond. There are 

not many places locally that can boast a breeding habitat for the Powerful Owl, an 

endangered species of rare beauty and huge environmental relevance. The environmental 

impact studies support and confirm that there are a number of endangered and at risk 

species presently occupying Coopers Paddock either permanently or part time residents. 

The inclusion of any industry will severely hamper the continued habitat and breeding of 

these species and the river be they by noise, light and waste pollution impacting on delicate 

and sensitive area. 

Over the last several months there has been a concerted effort to raise awareness of this 

area possible development, many people knowing of the area, however as it is private land 

very few being able to appreciate it by walking through. What has been of immense value, 

has been the overwhelming appreciation from the community of this piece of land and the 

support it has gained from far and wide for its retention is testament to the communities 

desire to maintain the paddock as is.  

In a perfect world the council could raise funds and purchase or exchange this land with the 

ATC for a more suitable site and maintain the paddock as community land. Alas it is not a 

perfect world and this sadly is not a reality we can make happen, however the Council can 

and should refuse the rezoning for an industrial estate.  

Councillor Lucas at a recent council meeting highlighted the ‘past mistakes’ of council 

approving the adjoining industrial estate and having this said there is no need for this 

council to make a similar mistake. History will show the retention of this Paddock as is as an 

asset and a credit to those decision makers. 

Albeit not the outcome the ATC would like but one that will in time and with a little thought 

could enhance their other developments substantially. 

There are a number of supporting issues that should encourage councillors to reject this 

rezoning. Traffic impacts have been hugely understated in the supporting documentation, as 

one can appreciate they are of course supporting their clients proposal, however, the reality 

that the impacts of traffic would be minimal is  at best understated, even with the proposed 

VPN for the Munday street site. The impact on residents in the same area are unacceptable 

and given that even the new business owner of the Kimberley Clarke site recognises this and 

is installing their own rail link is indicative of the areas over used roads. Of major concern to 

me, is that even withdrawing the Coopers Paddock site, the proposed developments I’ve 

previously  supported will place enormous pressure on the local roads most especially the 

William Long Bridge and to date I’ve been advised there are no proposals to widen or 

duplicate thereby creating a funnelling of traffic both north and south of the precinct. It is 

simply unacceptable to add to this with an industrial estate on Coopers Paddock. 
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Numerous opinions for the future use of this site have been forwarded to council and are 

worthy of consideration, so I will not repeat them here, just encourage a broader approach 

to maintaining and appreciating the Coopers Paddock without the proposed Industrial park. 

I have few recollections of issues in Liverpool that has been so widely supported by the 

community at large and in recognition of so many other big issues attacking our way of life 

here in Liverpool to support the community in this would be the most appropriate and 

desired outcome.  

Reading the personal comments on the bottom of emails of the extensive number of people 

who have emailed the councillors, MP’s and Premier makes me acutely aware that the 

People of Liverpool value this site and are relying on the councillors to listen to their pleas. 

With the future developments proposed for Liverpool, our status as a regional city and the 

presence of the racing fraternity, this site could become so much more than just another 

diesel soaked, concrete jungle. This is the responsibility of this present council to safeguard 

and protect the areas we can, and in this instance the area known as Coopers Paddock  can 

be justified as worthy of saving. The need for homes and jobs is huge, however at what 

cost? The rezoning of the Coopers Paddock would be a price to high and I urge councillors to 

reject the proposed rezoning and to work with the ATC in order for them to gain the best 

outcome from this Oasis on the cities rim. 

For the sake of the River, the Flora and Fauna, the people of Liverpool and beyond I request 

our councillors reject this proposed rezoning of Coopers Paddock. 

I look forward to a bright and safe future for Coopers Paddock and thank you for the 

opportunity to voice my opinion. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

 

Signe Westerberg (Mrs) 

Resident, Business Owner and proud Liverpudlian. 

 


